
Body-Worn Video 
Management System
Reliance Protect leading the 
market with live streaming 
body-worn video solutions

VideoManager is a powerful web-based software 
tool for managing video footage, system users, 
and your inventory of body-worn cameras.

This web-based back-office gives you complete control over your 
entire complement of body-worn cameras and cloud storage 
media, making the creation and sharing of evidence-ready 
footage fast, simple and secure.

Key Features:

 Web-based, requiring no software 
downloads or installations

 Accessible via desktop, laptop, 
tablet or smartphone

 Advanced but easy-to-use video 
editing tools, with minimal 
training – redact or crop video, 
blur backgrounds, add text, zoom 
in, and mute sections of audio

 Your original video footage 
master copies are retained 
in secure storage

 Access controls allow users to 
be granted permission levels 
according to their roles

 Create storage timescales 
in line with data policies

 Full audit trail of video editing 
and actions taken, for camera-
to-courtroom accountability
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Body-Worn  
Cloud Storage 
Reliance Protect leading the 
market with live streaming 
body-worn video solutions

Media files are easily uploaded via wifi 
or ethernet and stored securely in the 
cloud for access via the secure, web-based 
VideoManager portal.

Cloud storage offers a range  
of key benefits:

Security and business continuity
The media files are held securely and replicated 
in remote secure data centres and is therefore 
protected against scenarios that could result in 
damage or loss if held and stored locally on site.

Scalability & Reduced IT Costs
Reliance Protect offers 2 options depending on the volumes 
and storage requirements of the media created.  These 
options are fully scalable and flexible, negating the need 
for organisations to invest, monitor and continuously 
maintain in-house media storage solutions.
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